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New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A laugh till it hurts
paranormal comedy! If Leigh has learned anything this summer,
it s that magic can be chaotic. Despite some headline making
disasters in her last diary, Leigh is eternally hopeful. With Fourbitten Fangtasy behind her, Leigh decides to write a little
paranormal erotica with her newest disasterpiece, Bangin the
Billion-were. She even takes on a rehash of the popular YA
dystopian genre, in her novella Regurgitant. It seems that even
the editing of another author s writing can make her unwittingly
fire up her literal-witchcraft. Leigh finds out how bad things can
get when her friends ask her to edit their own cowboy-biker
book, Steel Stetsons. Despite the flurry of writing, Leigh s
romantic heart is racing. Her boyfriend, Hunter will finally
graduate from the Chicago Police Academy. Will Leigh and
Hunter finally be able to enjoy some quality time on a camping
trip? What will Leigh think of Hunter s unique family? What is
Luna capable of when pushed to an act of desperation? It seems
Randy Johnson (Designer at Paranormal Chic) and Gertie have...
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Reviews
A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything
using this written e ebook. Its been designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished
reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ca thr ine La r kin Sr .
Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet
again once again down the road. I am just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Ma r k B er nier
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